GOALS AND DESIGN RESPONSE

How does rumor of the sky smell
when the blue of water sings?

The poetry walk provides an extension of learning as it moves
through a series of intimate spaces with different sensory experiences.
Learning is dressed with the use of quotes in English and Spanish.

Yesterday, yesterday I asked my eyes
when will we see each other again?

The site plan provides a clear delineation
of age-appropriate equipment with
diverse components.

The design creates a clear hierarchy of spaces with the
intersection of the meandering poetry path. A central
formal walk and raised shade structure create a central
focal point for observation and gathering.

The formality of the design reflects the school's historic architecture while celebrating
the neighborhood's Hispanic culture with the bilingual quotes.
De qué color es el color del llanto azul de las violetas?

¿Cuántas semanas tiene un día y cuántos años tiene un mes?

What color is the scent of the blue weeping of violets?

¿Cuando canta el azul del agua cómo huele el rumor del cielo?

How many weeks are in a day and how many years in a month?

How does rumor of the sky smell when the blue of water sings?